When can I invest?
The Momentum Growth Enhancer is a subscription based offer and is only available for a limited time. Please speak to your financial adviser to find out when you can invest.

How much do I need to invest?
The minimum investment amount for the Flexible Endowment Option is R50 000. If you are switching units from another investment, the net amount must equal R50 000.
For retirement products, the minimum investment amount is R10 000, subject to Wealth product minimums.

What fees will I pay?
We won’t deduct any fees from your initial investment. All fees are built into the product. For example, if you invest R100 000 we will allocate R100 000 to the investment. Your upfront financial adviser fee and our upfront administration fee are deducted from and reflect in the daily unit price from BNP Paribas as part of the Momentum Growth Enhancer investment structure. We invest your whole investment amount and that will earn a secured return and also shares in the growth of the index at maturity.

Important: Momentum will not charge any ongoing administration fees or ongoing advice fees during the five-year investment term of the Momentum Growth Enhancer.

Will tax impact my return?
Yes. The return you get on your Momentum Growth Enhancer investment is before tax. The taxation of your returns will depend on the product you have used to invest in the Momentum Growth Enhancer. For more details please speak your financial adviser.

Will a fluctuating rand influence my returns?
No. Although the index is priced in euros, the currency risk has been completely removed. Rand appreciation or depreciation does not affect the returns of the Momentum Growth Enhancer. The value of the rand compared to other currencies does not affect your investment returns or your protected investment amount.

Who provides the capital protection?
BNP Paribas, and not MMI Group Limited provides the principal protection, as well as the secured return and enhanced return for this product at maturity. Your investment amount is subject to credit events or defaults by BNP Paribas. This means that if BNP Paribas defaults, you could potentially lose your whole investment. BNP Paribas is a leading global bank and has credit ratings of A/A1/A from S&P, Moody’s and Fitch respectively.
How can I track the performance of my investment?
We will send your financial adviser an investment statement and a performance fact sheet every three months. We will also send your statements directly to you. You can also access your statement by registering on www.momentum.co.za and logging onto your profile.

On your statement we show both the market value on that date and the protected maturity value. The protected maturity value is the amount you invested into the Momentum Growth Enhancer accumulated with the secured return (before tax). This amount is only payable at maturity. Subject to normal market conditions, you may sell the investment before the five-year term expires at its market value. The market value displayed on the statement is net of the surrender charge. The secured return and enhanced return apply to your original investment amount and not the market value.

If you have any queries regarding your statement values, please speak to your financial adviser or call our contact service centre on 0860 566 533 between 08:00 and 16:30, Monday to Friday.

Can I invest in Momentum Growth Enhancer for retirement purposes?
Yes. However, the Momentum Growth Enhancer is classified as international equity (hence offshore investment for Regulation 28 purposes). In terms of Regulation 28, you are restricted to investing a maximum of 25% of your retirement fund (the Retirement Annuity Option and the Retirement Preservation Option) in the Momentum Growth Enhancer.

The positive performance of this investment may cause you to exceed the maximum investment percentages allowed by Regulation 28. We will review your portfolio every month to make sure that it complies. If we find that you are not compliant, we will let you know. You then have 12 months to contact us or your financial adviser with instructions to adjust the investment portfolio. If you don’t correct the investment during this time with the help of your financial adviser, we will make the necessary adjustments. To accomplish this we may be forced to sell part of your Momentum Growth Enhancer investment. This will mean that the secured return and enhanced return for that part of your investment will also fall away.

Can I withdraw my money when I want to?
Yes, Subject to normal market conditions, but this product is designed as a five-year investment. You can withdraw your money but if you want to enjoy the full benefits of the product, it may be better to withdraw after the five-year period has expired. If you withdraw before then, you will receive the current market value of the investment, which is net of the surrender charge* at the time of the withdrawal. This means you will lose the secured return and enhanced return for the part sold. It is possible that you may not get your initial capital investment amount back should you withdraw fully. Furthermore, you can only make withdrawals if the investment product used to invest in the Momentum Growth Enhancer allows for it.

---

*The surrender charge is the penalty an investor would incur if they were to sell part or all of their Momentum Growth Enhancer investment prior to maturity. The following factors impact the surrender charge:
- Ufront advice and administration fees deducted (consult your Financial Adviser), reflected in the daily price; and
- The length of time left to maturity of the investment.

At the start of the investment, the surrender charge will be equal to the upfront fees. The closer the investment is to maturity, the closer the surrender charge gets to zero.
Can I cede my Momentum Growth Enhancer investment to another party?
Yes, but not if you have invested in a retirement product.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flexible Endowment</th>
<th>Cession allowed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retirement Annuity Option</td>
<td>No cession allowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirement Preservation Option</td>
<td>No cession allowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirement Income Option</td>
<td>No cession allowed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What happens when my investment matures?
BNP Paribas will pay the proceeds of the investment to Momentum within two weeks of the maturity date. Momentum will then pay the proceeds of your investment into the Momentum Money Market Fund, where it will earn interest. At that stage you will incur our platform administration fees and the financial adviser’s ongoing fees. These fees are our standard fees and don’t relate to the structured investment. The maturity proceeds may take up to two weeks to settle and reflect in your account. After the maturity process has been finalised, you can withdraw your investment (if it isn’t a retirement product) or you can invest in other investment components.

What happens when I die?
We will pay your estate the market value (after charges and taxes) of the investment. An exception is the following:

- You can nominate a beneficiary of ownership on endowments. This will allow the new owner to continue with the investment without selling the units.

Please speak to your financial adviser about the different estate planning and continuation options available to you.
Momentum disclaimer

The information and opinions in this document apply from the date we made this brochure available and are relevant for this document only. They are purely for information purposes and are not put forward as advice according to the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act (FAIS). Please consider and seek the necessary advice for your specific circumstances before you act on the basis of any information in this brochure. It is also important to know that past performance is not necessarily an indication of future performance.

The information we have used to prepare this brochure includes information from third-party sources. While every effort has been made to make sure it is accurate and complete, we cannot guarantee it. Nor can we guarantee that the information is always up to date.

Currency risk

This investment is not intended for currency protection. Comparisons made in this document are merely for illustration purposes and are not a substitute for detailed material regarding the performance of markets and/or the indices.

BNP Paribas index disclaimer

The methodology of and rules governing the index (the "Index Methodology" and the "Index") are proprietary and may not be disclosed or disseminated without the permission of the sponsor of the Index (the "Index Sponsor"). None of the Index Sponsor, the index calculation agent (where such party is not also the Index Sponsor, the "Index Calculation Agent") nor, where applicable, the index Investment Advisor (the "Index Investment Advisor") guarantee that there will be no errors or omissions in computing or disseminating the Index.

The Index Methodology is based on certain assumptions, certain pricing models and calculation methods adopted by the Index Sponsor, the Index Calculation Agent and, where applicable, the Index Investment Advisor, and may have certain inherent limitations. Information prepared on the basis of different models, calculation methods or assumptions may yield different results. You have no authority to use or reproduce the Index Methodology in any way, and neither BNP Paribas nor any of its affiliates shall be liable for any loss whatsoever, whether arising directly or indirectly from the use of the Index or Index Methodology or otherwise in connection therewith.

The Index Sponsor reserves the right to amend or adjust the Index Methodology from time to time in accordance with the rules governing the Index and accepts no liability for any such amendment or adjustment. Neither the Index Sponsor nor the Index Calculation Agent are under any obligation to continue the calculation, publication or dissemination of the Index and accept no liability for any suspension or interruption in the calculation thereof which is made in accordance with the rules governing the Index. None of the Index Sponsor, the Index Calculation Agent nor, where applicable, the Index Investment Advisor accept any liability in connection with the publication or use of the level of the Index at any given time.

The Index Methodology embeds certain costs in the strategy which cover amongst other things, friction, replication and repo costs in running the Index. The levels of such costs (if any) may vary over time in accordance with market conditions as determined by the Index Sponsor acting in a commercially reasonable manner. BNP Paribas and its affiliates may enter into derivative transactions or issue financial instruments (together, the "Products") linked to the Index. The Products are not in any way sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by the sponsor of any index component (or part thereof) which may comprise the Index (each a "Reference Index") that is not affiliated with BNP Paribas (each such sponsor, a "Reference Index Sponsor"). The Reference Index Sponsors make no representation whatsoever, whether express or implied, either as to the results to be obtained from the use of the relevant Reference Index and/or the levels at which the relevant Reference Index stands at any particular time on any particular date or otherwise. No Reference Index Sponsor shall be liable (whether in negligence or otherwise) to any person for any error in the relevant Reference Index and the relevant Reference Index Sponsor is under no obligation to advise any person of any error therein. None of the Reference Index Sponsors makes any representation whatsoever, whether express or implied, as to the advisability of purchasing or assuming any risk in connection with the Products. BNP Paribas and its affiliates have no rights against or recourse to any Reference Index Sponsor should any Reference Index not be published or for any errors in the calculation thereof or on any other basis whatsoever in relation to any Reference Index, its production, or the level or constituents thereof. BNP Paribas and its affiliates shall have no liability to any party for any act or failure to act by any Reference Index Sponsor in connection with the calculation, adjustment or maintenance of the relevant Reference Index and have no affiliation with or control over any Reference Index or the relevant Reference Index Sponsor or the computation, composition or dissemination of any Reference Index. Although the Index Calculation Agent will obtain information concerning each Reference Index from publicly available sources that it believes reliable, it will not independently verify this information. Accordingly, no representation, warranty or undertaking (express or implied) is made and no responsibility is accepted by BNP Paribas or any of its affiliates nor the Index Calculation Agent as to the accuracy, completeness and timeliness of information concerning any Reference Index.

BNP Paribas and/or its affiliates may act in a number of different capacities in relation to the Index and/or products linked to the Index, which may include, but not be limited to, acting as market-maker, hedging counterparty, issuer of components of the Index, Index Sponsor and/or Index Calculation Agent. Such activities could result in potential conflicts of interest that could influence the price or value of a Product. © BNP Paribas. All rights reserved.